
Two-by-Four 6
GETTING A LIST OF TRANSLATIONS
***DO NOT DELETE***

This document will be used by the Installer to return a list of localised translations which can then be used by the 
International version of TwoByFour..
The RED areas are actual FieldCodes and will show Errors when seen in Normal view.

{IF}{INDEX}{PAGE}{PRINT}{TOC}{page \*arabic}{page \*roman}
Error! Missing test condition.
Error! No index entries found.
1
Error! No heading paragraphs found.
1I

{SECTION}{AUTOTEXT}{INCLUDE d:\\win3\\tbedit.ini}
{DATABASE}{LINK}{= INT({PAGE}/2)*2}
1Error! No AutoText entry specified.
Error! Cannot open data source.Error! No application specified.0



WELCOME to the 2x4 Save Toner Test
(Quotes courtesy of Robin Williams)

This fun and exciting document (NOT!) is printed out by the 2x4 installation to see whether your printer can handle the 
tricky methods used to save some toner on your printer. Sadly, Toner Saver features do not work on all printers.

Block 1  - 25% of normal toner
This paragraph should be very pale, you may find this too hard to read.
Entertain a time when all is simply strange,
Yet radiation causes chromosomes to rearrange.

Block 2 - 50% of normal toner
This paragraph should be a bit darker than Block 1.
My father he worked in yon atomic plant hither,
And sends me forth with my arms thus withered.

Block 3 - 75% of normal toner
Is yet darker than Blocks 1 & 2.
And lo! The ghost of Einstein rang forth, "What are you doing with my
formula? I gave you simply E=MC squared and you mess it up like this?”

WHAT DO I DO NOW?
If the blocks above are different shades of grey (from ligher to darker as
you read down) your printer CAN use Toner Saver.
Choose the 'YES' button on the screen.

If this page is all the same colour your printer CANNOT use Toner Saver.
Choose the 'NO' button on the screen.
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